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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
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Description 2024 Cruiser Avenir A-27BH, Cruiser RV Avenir travel trailer A-27BH highlights:
Large Slide Out Lux Lounge Front Private Bedroom Full Pass-Through Storage
Dual entry doors, sleeping space for nine, and a spacious interior make this model
perfect for camping with a larger group! Your crew can relax by the fireplace in the
evening on the Lux Lounge, which will convert to sleeping space. There is also a
booth dinette that will provide a place to dine each day, as well as a place for
more guests to sleep if needed. You can be sure the double-size bunks will be
claimed by the littles ones, and the queen bed in the front private bedroom will
provide a great night's rest after adventuring in the woods. Whip up your best
meals on the three burner cooktop, freshen up in the full bath with its own exterior
entry door, grab a cold drink from the exterior refrigerator, and do so much more
in this spacious trailer! With any Avenir travel trailer by Cruiser RV, you will enjoy
affordable luxury at every turn! The smooth corrugated metal exterior and
industry leading 3X's full-height cross-members provide a durable foundation, and
the Cruiser climate defense heated/enclosed underbelly helps extend your
camping season. There are blackout room darkening roller shades in the living
room, max storage in the deluxe curated kitchen, and thoughtfully located USB
ports and 110V charging outlets to keep your electronics charged. A central
control panel lets you easily access your units functions, and the Wi-Fi prep will
give you the option to stay connected while you camp. Each model also features a
tinted exterior glass door, an outside refrigerator, backup camera and TPMS prep,
residential seamless countertops, and many more amenities to make camping
trips enjoyable!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: AN531665
VIN Number: 5RXKB322XR1531665
Condition: New
Length: 32
GVW: 7780
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 1
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